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Nashville Youth and Young adults are Supporting, Encouraging, and Uplifting Voters at North
Nashville election poll sites through an initiative called “#PollDanceNashville”
“Nobody had an answer, but we started talking and came up with something." — Stephen Clapp (he/him) |
Washington D.C.
Today is election day and our Nashville youth are picking up the
torch as leaders in their community through street dance
activism. Young artists are heading to the polls today to
encourage our community to remain uplifted in spirit and to be
encouraged through what they are calling #PollDance.
This momentum started with a simple call to Action about a
month ago by The Engine for Art Democracy and Justice Program
Founder, Fine Art Professor Dr. Maria Magdalena Campos-Pons,
at Vanderbilt University. Street Dance Activism is an L.A. Based
movement, envisioned by Dr. Shamell Bell, a woman of color
who is a Professor at both Harvard and Dartmouth as well as an
original member of Black Lives Matter.
The Nashville Community’s call to action since then has grown.
Fisk University, The Frist Art Museum, and Millions of Conversations
have begun to explore conversations and creative approaches to living
together in the global Souths through a series of webinars and artists
interventions.
This “Shift” that has started in this community has led to an outpouring
of grassroots initiatives led by youth and young adults to continue
having conversations around Liberation with “Black Liberation” as the
focal point.

Contact Information:
Angel Adams
#StreetDanceActivism Supporter
#PollDanceNashville Instigator
(615)585-8879
ImAngelAdams@gmail.com

Shifting at the Polls toward Black Liberation is happening at the following North Nashville polls:
#PollDance Locations:
1. Hadley Park Community Center
2. Looby Community Center
3. Watkins Community Center

Alternate ROOTS, as major champions of the group, supports the creation and presentation of
original art that is rooted in communities of place, tradition or spirit. They focus directly on artists and
cultural organizers based in the South creating a better world together. Alternate ROOTS, calls for
social and economic justice and are working to dismantle all forms of oppression—everywhere.

ALTERNATE ROOTS HISTORY
Alternate ROOTS was founded in 1976 at the Highlander Center in New Market, Tennessee in order to
meet the distinct needs of artists who work for social justice, and artists who create work by, for, about
and within communities of place, tradition, affiliation, and spirit. Originally an acronym for “Regional
Organization of Theaters South”, ROOTS quickly established itself as a thought leader in the field of
community-based arts and the only regional collective of artists committed to social and economic justice.
In response to the needs of the growing field of community-based arts, ROOTS evolved to a
multidisciplinary member-based and artist-driven organization. Member artists develop programs, and
ROOTS provides resources for the needs of these socially conscious artists.
As a progressive arts organization, ROOTS is at the forefront of establishing model programs for regional
cultural organizing in the US. ROOTS is an incubator for participatory democracy, and through the
practice of our guiding principles as created by Resources for Social Change – Equitable Partnership,
Shared Power, Open Dialogue, Individual and Community Transformation, and an Aesthetic of
transparent processes – we model regional organizing that is responsive to and reflective of the needs of
this unique artistic community.

Nobody had an answer, but we started talking and came up with something." Latinx Work Group meeting at
ROOTS Week 2018. Photo: Melisa Cardona. — Stephen Clapp (he/him) | Washington D.C.

